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ABSTRACT

A large nuclear detonation at altitudes of several hundred kilometers above the earth

distorts the earth's magnetic field and produces a strong magnetohydrodynamic electromagnetic

pulse (MHD-EMP). This can adversely affect electrical power systems. In this report, the ef-

fects of this nuclear environment on critical facilities connected to the commercial power system

are considered. Methods of mitigating the MHD-EMP impacts are investigated, and recom-

mended protection schemes are presented. Guidelines for testing facilities to determine the ef-

fects of' MHD-EMP and to validate the mitigation methods also are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A large nuclear detonation at altitudes of several hundred kilometers above the earth will

distort the earth's magnetic field, resulting in a strong magnetohydrodynamic electromagnetic

pulse (MHD-EMP) l. This electromagnetic (EM) environment is also referred to as E3, since it is

the third EM field component--occurring at late times-that characterizes the high-altitude elec-

tromagnetic pulse (HEMP) produced by an exoatmospheric nuclear burst. MHD-EMP is similar

to the environment produced by a solar geomagnetic storm, in that it is global in extent and low

in frequency (less than 1 Hz); however, the E3 pulse is much more intense, with a far shorter du-

ration, than the environment produced by a geomagnetic storm.

It has been known for over 30 years that geomagnetic storms have the potential to dana-

age or operationally impair communications and electric power systems. From an engineering

perspective, the interaction between the impressed magnetic signal and the earth can give rise to

a tangential electric field in the earth. Over a finite distance, an earth-surface potential (ESP), oi"

voltage, is induced. For power lines or other long conductors that are grounded at both ends, the

ESP stimulus results in a circulating current in the line, with the earth serving as a return path.

This very low frequency "quasi-dc" current is referred to as a geomagnaetically induced current

(GIC). The geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) associated with E3 could induce GICs that are

significantly more intense than those caused by solar storms, with a duration from a few seconds

to hundreds of seconds. Due to its high intensity, MHD-EMP can interact with power transmis-

sion and distribution lines that are normally not affected by solar' storms. This inteI'action can

adversely impact Department of Defense (DOD) critical facilities.

In this report, the possible E3 effects on critical facilities connected to the commercial

power system are considered. Methods of mitigating the MHD-EMP impacts are investigated,

and recommended protection is presented. Guidelines for testing facilities to determine the ef-

fects of E3 and to validate the mitigation methods also are discussed.
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2. MIlD-EMP EFFECTS

2.1. GENERAL

Many of the effects _._fthe E3 environment can be inferred from the effects of geomag-

netic storms on electrical systems. On March 13, 1989, a geomagnetic storm caused a wide-

spread power outage in ,the Hydro-Quebec electrical system. This particular event has been

studied extensively 2, and has led to a deeper understanding of the effects of GICs on power sys-

tems. It must be remembered, however, that there are several important differences between the

geomagnetic storm environments and those produced by a HEMP:

• The E3 excitation of a system occurs after it has been struck by the 50-kV/m E1 HEMP exci-
tation and by the less-intense E2 fields. Consequently, the overall state of the power system
may not be the same as in the case of excitation by a quasi-dc GMD.

° The E3 excitation typically lasts fbr a much shorter period of time than does the geomagnetic
storm excitation.

, The estimated E3 GIC induced in the system carl be much larger that those for a naturally-
occun'ing GMD.

Pal_t experience with geomagnetic storms has provided insight into probable effects of

MHD-EMP on the electrical power system and on the critical facilities it feeds. These are dis-
cussed irathe subsections that follow.

2.2. MHD-EMP EFFECTS ON COMMERCIAL POWER

Long transmission lines v,,ith grounded wye transformers (Fig. 2. la)will have quasi-dc

currents induced by MHD-EMP. A typical electric power transmission, subtransrnission, and

distribution system is ahown in Fig. 2. lb. The auto transformer in this figure permits some of

the dc current induced in the 500-kV system to flow into the 161-kV line. In a stud,' .,f an actual

utility system, an MHr.)-EMP environment with a peak of 24 V/km resulted in dc currents up to
several hundred anaperes (A)3, 4. This caused transformers to saturate and resulted in harmonic

generation and large reactive power demands. Such disturbances can cause relay trips and Inajor

po_ver blackouts 5. Severe voltage swings or voltage depression can also occur and may precede

blackout: such voltage swings and,/or brownout conditions can damage customer equipment.



(a)

GENERATION:: TRANSMISSION SUBTR&NSMISSION DISTRIBUTION
i 4-3,5kV

li,......
- _L r_ _! _ 'F1

AUTOTRANSFORMER

(b)

_- Fig. 2.1. A typical power system involving transmission, subtransmission and distribu-
tion components. (a) Long transmission lines with grounded transfonrters, (b) Typical electrical

:. power transmission and distribution system.
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E3 can also affect subtransmission and distribution systems by causing harmonic distor-

tion and voltage depression. The voltage regulators at the substation will attempt to correct for

low voltage levels on distribution circuits. This attempt can result in overvoltages when the E3

stimulus decays to a low value if a blackout has not occurred.

2.3. IMPACTS ON CRITICAL FACILITIES

Critical facilities with large loads are served by subtransmission lines. Facilities with

smaller loads are generally served by a distribution line. Both of these cases are illustrated in

Fig. 2.2, and a limited survey of the characteristics of commercial power at five typical facilities

is shown in Table 2.1. Although most facilities use three-phase power, small facilities may be

served by single-phase power.

Table 2.1. Limited survey of corrm_ercial-electric
power characteristics at sample facilities*

........ i ........... i .......... m i , i i, i. i

Facility Voltage(kV) kVA Primary/see.

A 34.5/4,16 5000 Delta./wye

B 69/4.16 5000 Delta./wye

C 115/4.16 7000 Delta/wye

D 3,2/0.480 2000 Delta/wye

E 22.9/4.16 7500 Wye/wye

" Source: Air Force Space Command.

A disturbance in the electric power system caused by MHD-EMP can result in harmonic

distortion and large voltage swings or voltage suppression. An example of harmonic compo-

nents generated by saturated transformers is shown in Fig. 2.3, taken from ref. 6. The response

of a facility to such an abnormal power waveform may be difficult to predict exactly, but possi..

ble responses can be hypothesized.
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(b)

Fig. 2.2. A typical power system feeding a critical facility. (a) Large facility load served
by a sublransmission line, (b) Facility load served by a distribution line.





Abnormal power voltage levels can cause transfer switches to trip and disconnect the

facility from tile commercial power line. Conversely, the harrnonic distortion in the 60-Hz

wavefomt may inhibit the operation of logic circuits within the transfer switch from responding,

resulting ira consequential equipment damage. Harmonic voltages and currents may interact with

tile uninterruptable pov,'er supply (UPS) and damage the system. Harmonic currents may also

trip breakers, blow Rises, and damage motors within the facility, thereby disrupting operations

during a critical time period 7. Harmonic voltages and currents can also interfere with communi-

cations and electronic control 8. Large facilities connected to radial subtransmission transformers

at distribution substations will have far less problems with harmonics, since no E3 currents will
be induced in the subtransmission lines.

Any other conductor connected to the facility, such as telephone lines, water pipes, or the

power neutral wire, may have significant E3 cmxents induced in them. An example of MHD-

EMP currents entering a facility via the power neutral is shown in Fig. 2.4. These currents may

also cause transformers within the facility to saturate and generate harmonics, interfere with mo-

tor operation, and cause problems with the UPS. The problems that harmonics can cause for

computers and other electronic equipment, as well as the facility power distribution system, are

discussed further in ref. 8. Currents on other long conductors, such as water pipes and phone

lines, could cause similar problems, since such conductors are all connected to the facility'

ground system. Resonances in the power system and the facility can cause high crest voltages

and consequential cornponent failures.



:A CILITY SHIELD

0.06

480 V, 3 _ 0,0024

_.. 0,002__._4_ ._%_., ,,_

"-So.o SF;7!!t _ 0oo_,o
200 A L___ 0.004 D 0,004 13

--_

q" IOD -_ 1 t3
i .°

(a)

0.0448D

--tta,,,..

14.9A

0.004 D
200 A ,_

; ....

18.2A _ : 10t3 166.9A ,_ 1 I3

(b)

Fig. 2.4. Example of MHD-EMP currents entering the facility via the neutral conductor,

(a) MHD-EMP currents from a neutral conductor, (b) dc circuit for example shown in part a.
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3. MHD-EMP MITIGATION MEASURES

3.1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Because the MHD-EMP is induced by potential gradients of a few tens of volts per km, •

distribution lines have open-circuit voltages of only a few thousand volts induced on them. Siz-

able currents can flow only if the circuit resistance is small (i.e., a few ohms). Therefore it is

easy to control the MHD-EMP currents by interrupting the circuit with a high impedance or gap

that will withstand the modest open-circuit voltages. On the other hand, it is difficult to control

the quasi-dc currents if they are allowed to flow onto the facility shield, since the shield and low-

pass filters are transparent to these currents (i.e., some of the currents will flow through any

interior paths that may exist).

Note that this is quite different from the E1 problem, in which the E1 field induces very

large open-circuit voltages on condvctors with characteristic impedances of a few hundred ohms.

The use of current interruption techniques for E1 is discouraged because of the very large open-

circuit voltages (up to 1 MV) that the interrupters must withstand. On the other hand, it is quite

easy to divert the E 1 current through low-impedance surge arresters and filters to the outside of

the facility shield, where they remain excluded from the facility interior.

To mitigate the effects of MHD-EMP on a facility, attempts must be made to isolate long

conductors from tlm building enclosure. Irl addition, the generation of 60-Hz harmonics and

large voltage swings in the commercial power system must be eliminated. The power system

transfer switch at the facility power entrance should respond to the voltage fluctuations as long

as the harmonics have not interfered with the switch control circuitry. The major sources of

MHD-EMP-induced currents are the commercial power lines and neutral; the neutral current in-

direct coupling to the facility power or ground system via the metal fence, powered gate, parking

lights, etc.; metal water pipes; phone lines; and other long conductors that enter or approach the

facility. The major source of harmonics is the commercial power system.

3.2. DEFINITION OF TIlE E3 PROTECTIVE BARRIER

For understanding and designing EMP protection for electrical systems, the concept of

electromagnetic topology has been introduced9,10. This theory suggests that well-protected sys-

II



terns can be viewed as having one or more nested shields, or ElM barriers, which impede the pas-

sage of the EMP energy fiom the outside to the interior of the systeln, lt is required that all

openings, or points of entry (POEs), of the barrier be either' closed, or suitably protected with an

electrical device to reduce or eliminate the EMP stress entering the system.

This topological shielding concept (sometimes referred to as zoning) has been most fre-

quently applied to protection of systems against the El component of HEMP. For this early-

time EM environment, the conducting enclosure of a system is usually viewed as comprising the

first, or primary, barrier. Thus, for a ground-based facility, the conducting walls of an outer

steel liner enclosing the building would be considered as the primary shielding element in the

first barrier. Ali other E1 protection devices are located at penetration points on this barrier.

With this topological theory, protecting a system from an external EMP environment be-

comes simple to understand: either the coupling of the external environment to lines leading to

the system is controlled and reduced, the propagation of the coupled energy to the system enclo-

sure _s interrupted, or the penetration of the EMP energy into the facility at the barrier is con-

trolled. Of these three techniques, the controlling of the penetration of unwanted signals through

the barrier is the most commonly applied protection measure.

As discussed in ref. 10, the definition of"the shielding topology of a system is not unique.

It can change depending on the nature of the protection devices installed and on the frequency of

the EM environment. For example, a permanently installed (i.e., welded) door cover may be• ,

thought of as effectively sealing a door aperture, thereby modifying the system topology. Simi-

larly, a conducting facility shield might be very effective at preventing high-frequency signals

from entering, but the quasi-dc currents fl'orn MHD-EMP can easily pass through the [i_cility

shield. This is because the facility behaves as a resistive network at low frequencies.

This ambiguity of the topological shield at low frequencies poses a problem for MHD-

EMP protection of a facility. Fig. 3.1 illustrates a hypothetical ground-based facility that is fed

by the commercial power network through a transformer mounted outside the facility. For the

E1 environment, the facility enclosure is usually considered to be the primary barrier. This is la-

beled as barrier 1 in the figure. For this case the transformer is located outside the barrier and

does not constitute part of the E 1 HEMP protection.

For E3, however, the situation can be quite different. Because of the ill-defined nature of

the shielding surface at low frequencies, barrier 2 in the figure is just as valid a choice as is bar-

rier 1. In this case, the transformer becomes a hardening element in the protection scheme. As

has been noted previously, delta.-wye transformers can be very effective in interrupting the

MHD-EMP-induced currents on a power system, and the possibility of considering the

12



transfon'ner as a protection element is consistent with the topological concepts of ref. 10.

The choice of the barrier geometry and the definition of the hardening elements can be

important in a practical sense. MIL-STD-188-125 (ref. 11) requires that pulse injection testing

at the facility barrier be conductea with a standard E3 pulse that is derived from long-line cou-

pling calculations. If the facility barrier for the quasi-dc environment were chosen to include the

transformer, as is the case with barrier 2 in Fig. 3.1, the pulser should be located at point B. Be-

cause there is no attenuation between the long line and the barrier entry point to reduce the in-

coming E3 pulse, testing with the defined threat level of ref. 11 is reasonable at this location.

However, if the topological shield is chosen to be barrier 1, the required testing should be con-

ducted at point A. The actual E3 stress at this point, however, will be reduced considerably by

the presence of the transformer. The required test levels of MIL-STD-188-125 do not take this

additional attenuation into account. Testing at this location with the requirements of ref. 11 will

provide responses of the system that are too large, and may lead to unwanted damage within the

facility.

In the discussions of E3 protective measures for the power system that follow in this sec-

tion, the isolation offered by a transformer plays a crucial role. We will view the transformer as

being a protective element in the E3 shielding topology, if it is located close (say within 25 me-

te, s) to the facility, and if it provides attenuation of the E3 pulse. However, if the transformer is

located far fi'om the facility and is able to affect the E3 surge levels experienced by the facility,

we view the device as part of the E3 coupling and propagation process, and recognize that it will

modify the MHD-EMP cun'ent level at the facility from that specified in MIL.-STD-188-125.

. BARRIER#1

BARRIER#2[ X ................. _["-.-: - .[.....

CONDUCTOR E3SURGE POINI (_ TRANSFORMER1,

h____ - .... -_------_-_--)_ _"1 ! , LINE FILTERS

[ / AND SURGE

ARHESl HS--qaHouNDd, . •...... -._.l .... , d_
. ; .........

poiN.y®
.................. .

Fig. 3.1. l-lypothetical ground systern with alternate E3 shielding topologies.
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3.3. TREATMENT OF COMMERCIAL POWER

A distribution transformer can serve as a protective element in a barrier against the quasi-

dc MHD-EMP-induced power line currents when a primary delta winding is used (Fig. 3.2). As

seen from an examination of the dc current paths, the E 3 current flows only in the neutral circuit

of the primary, since the primary delta winding of the transformer is open-circuited, The delta

winding will also provide some protection against harmonic distortion, since it will not pass

zero-sequence ham aics.

Fig. 3.3a shows a more realistic configuration for a facility, having an incomir_g 3-phase

power line with underground service to the transformer and the facility. In this case, the E3

shielding topology of the facility is taken to be barrier 2 of Fig. 3.1. For E3 protection, the pri-

mary neutral conductor from the power line should be terminated a distance of at least twice the

greatest facility dimension to reduce neutral current coupling to the facility. The recommended

grounding scheme for the facility and power system is also illustrated in the figure.

The primary circuit of the transformer should be protected against surges at the last pole

by surge arresters connected to a multiple-rod ground to reduce the grounding resistance. The

facility transformer should be protected by surge arresters and fast-blow/'uses or fast responding

circuit breakers (Fig. 3.3b). In the event of a fault in the primary winding to ground or the sec-

ondary winding, the primary fuses will blow and disconnect the transformer from the primary

circuit in less than a second. No E3 currents will enter the facility due to a fault on the high-

voltage side of the transformer, since the line will be disconnected before the quasl-dc currents

can develop.

The quasi-dc E3 currents flowing through the delta winding of the facility transformer

will be zero for a balanced system. However, slight imbalances in the resistance to ground

anaong the three-phase s will allow some E3 currents in the delta winding. To assure a reason-

ably balanced quasi-dc circuit, each phase should have an equal number of similar size grounded

transformers in the same vicinity along the line. Smaller single-phase transformers may be dis-

connected from the line during an MHD-EMP event, since power fuses with ratings up to 15 A

will open in a few tenths of a second for dc currents on the order of a 100 A. Therefore, it is

important to balance the circuit by using equal-sized transformers with similar fuse sizes along
the line.

14
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Fig. 3.2. Recommended three-phase power service to critical facilities. (a)
Delta/grounded wye configuration, (b) delta/grounded delta configuration.
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Fig. 3.3. Recommended power system design practice. (a) Primary distribution power
line configuration, (b) facility power transformers,
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There are two alternatives to balancing the distribution circuit fbr elinainating E3 currents

in the facility transformer. A uniground three-wire (also called a three-wire delta) distribution

system could be used. This type of distribution is used in portions of California, and involves

placing the loads only across the phase conductors, with no connection to the ground or neutral.

However, it is not likely that a utility will change a multigrounded line to a unigrounded line,

due to the expense and changes required for relay protection. Another mitigation approach is to

install series capacitors at the substation; series capacitors currently are used in distribution cir-

cuits for voltage control 12. These capacitors will eliminate dc currents in the transformer at the

substation, as well as in ali of the other transformers in the circuit. This will greatly reduce the

harmonic distortion, since no harmonics will be generated locally. However, this also is a costly
solution.

For a large facility connected to a subtransmission line, deltaJgrou'.ded wye transformers

are normally used in distribution substations and large industrial loads. To prevent GIC on the

subtransmission line, a radial or loop configuration with power supplied by one bulk power

transformer at a time (Fig. 3.4a) should be used. The subtransmission line should be configured

as a umigrounded system to reduce harmonic distortion and voltage suppression at the subtrans-
mission level.

Small facilities may use single-phase power. For single-phase service, a delta distribu-

tion type arrangement can be employed, as shov_qain Fig. 3.4b. The two phases connected to the

primary winding of the facility transformer should be balanced in a similar manner as that de-

scribed for a three-phase delta system.

For small facilities with power requirements of 500 kVA or less, 100% power line isola-

tion can be achieved by a rotary power conditioner consisting of a motor, flywheel, dielectric

shaft, and synchronous generator (Fig. 3.5). For a 500-kVA rated capacity, the installed cost is

about $130,000 (ref. 13). This approach will provide both E1 and E3 protection and will meet

commurtications security requirements (TEMPEST).
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Fig. 3.4. Recommended power service configurations for large and small facility loads.
(a) Large facility served by a loop subtransmission system, (b) single phase load served by two
phases of a three-phase system,
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3.4. PROTECTION AGAINST HARMONICS

To protect facilities against the possible harmful effects of extreme harmonic distortion

resulting from MHD-EMP or from severe geomagnetic storms, harmonic filters can be used ill

the incoming power line (Fig. 3.6a). However, due to the large number of possible hamaonics,

ranging from the second to the twelfth harmonic of the 60-Hz frequency, an effective harmonic

filter may be difficult to design and will be expensive to construct. A simpler and less costly ap-

proach is to install a power transfer switch, as shown in Fig. 3.6b. This protection device will

isolate the facility from the commercial power by detecting the presence of the harmonics and

transferring the facility to internal auxiliary power.

3.5. NON-POWER LINE CONDUCTORS

The phone cable, water pipes, and local power and control cables that enter the facility

are potential means of transmitting MHD-EMP currents to the building. All conductors, there-

fore, should be isolated from the facility. A portion of the telephone cable should be replaced by

a fiber cable, plastic water pipes should be used instead of metal pipes, and all external power

should be separated from the facility (Fig. 3.7). Fiber optic cables should be used for instrument

and control functions such as the gate control, gate telephone, surveillance cameras, etc. The

grounds of external equipment and metal objects should be connected to the comrnercial power

ground and kept well separated from the facility ground. The recommended design practices t\)r

these non-commercial power conductors are also shown in Fig. 3.7.

The optical converter for critical incoming telephone or data lines must be powered from

the .'acility, and not by the commercial power as indicated in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.8 provides more

details on the possible configuration for using optical converter protection of the facility,
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Fig. 3.6. Protection against harmonics. (a) Harmonic filter protection, (b) harmonic

detection and switching.
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3.6. SUMSIARYOFRECO_,ISIENDEI) I)ESIGN PRAC"I'ICES

The following are recommended practices to rnitigate MHD-EMP effects on critical Fa-

cilities. Some of these recommendations will be implemented by the electric utility.

1. The facility power transformer should have a delta winding on the utility (high-voltage) side.
The transformer should be protected by surge arresters and fast-blow fuses on the high-volt-
age side. A three-phase underground power cable without a neutral conductor should be
used to pov,,er this transformer. The minimum distance of the underground cable should be
15 m (50 ft),

2. The power line neutral should be terminated at a distance of at least twice the longest di-
nlension of the facility (D) from the power transformer.

3. The electric utility should balance the phases with the same nurnber of similar size trans-

t\)rrners in the same vicinity along the line. Subtransmission circuits should be configured as
a unigrounded system, and distribution circuits should use a radial configuration.

4. The electric utility should consider series capacitors in the phase conductors at the substation.

5. Ali conductors that approach the facility should be electrically isolated ft'ore the building
shield. If possible, ali metal conductors should be terminated at a distance of at least twice
the longest dimension of the facility (D) away from the enclosure.

6. The issue of harmonic distortion at the facility power input to the building should be ad-
dressed. This would improve the quality of commercial power during normal operations, as
well as cluring an MHD-ENIP event.

7. A rotary power system should be considered for critical facilities with small loads. A rotary
power system will provide protection against El, E2, and E3, as well as a source-region EMP
(SREMP), and also will meet TEMPEST requirements.

3.7, EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

Upon a confirmed warning of an attack, commercial power should be disconnected from

the facility, lt is unlikely that commercial power will be available t\_r very long during the

event, unless the attack is limited and localized. Therefore, there is little advantage in continu-

ing to use commercial pov,,er and disconnecting the tEcility from utility power increases the

HEMP protection. If prior warning of an attack could be assmed, the third mitigation recom-

mendation 3 in Section 3.6 could be eliminated. If this recommendation is not applied and the

distribution line is subjected to E3, the facility will be at increased risk to hannonic distortion,

although the increase may or may not be significant, depending on the line parameters.
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4. MIlD-EMP TEST GUIDELINES

4.1. THE GENERAL SIMULATION CONCEPT

A frequently used technique for simulating the effects of the E l- or E2-component of

HEMP on facilities is to use a current injection method. With this concept, a long line or other

collector of HEMP energy entering a facility is disconnected, and a suitably designed pulser is

connected in its place and is used to excite the facility. Internal stresses on subsystems or com-

ponents are measured, and the state of hardness of the system is qualified.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates a similar simulation approach applied to the E3 environment for a

long, grounded line entering the facility. Frequently, the nature of the termination impedance

(RL2) within the facility is unknown; hence this is represented in the figure by a dashed line.

The voltage source (Vs) and the resistance of the pulser (Rs) are the Thevenin equivalent circuit

parameters for the excited line. Expressions for these quantities are developed in the Appendix.

There are some special considerations for E3 simulation, however, that are not present in

simulations for the other HEMP environmental components. Most long conductors entering the

facility normally carry electrical signals or power. Many of the MHD-EMP effects on facilities

are due to interactions between the E3 excitation and normal operating signals. This implies that

if the equivalent circuit approach for simulation shown in Fig. 4. lb were to be used, it would be

necessary for the E3 pulser to provide the normal operating signal or power to the facility in

addition to the E3 stimulus. If this is not possible, the simulation then should be designed so that

it excites both the facility and the external network providing the operational signals.

This issue is especially important in testing long, energized, 60-Hz commercial power

lines, where harmonic distortion can be produced by transformers located outside the facility. In

this case, the simple Thevenin-equivalent pulser shown in Fig. 4.1b will not produce the proper

MHD-EMP response of the facility, even if the voltage source has the proper quasi-dc character-

istics, The recommended approach to MHD-EMP simulation in the power system is discussed
in more detail in Section 4.3.

There are cases, however, where the simple replacement of the incoming line with an

equivalent pulser is acceptable, such as the case of a water pipe or the external part of a coaxial

shield. Furthemlore, if a power-off, or sig-nal-free, test is to be conducted on the facility, the
excitation of the off-site lines need not be simulated.
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Fig. 4.1. A simple simulation of the MHD-EMP excitation of a long line. (a) Physical
line configuration, (b) line replaced by a Thevenin equivalent MHD-EMP pulser.
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The requirement to produce a simulated E3 excitation together with tile normal opera-

tional input signal or power of the facility is different from that suggested in MIL-STD-188-125

(ref. 11). In this specification document, it is recommended to inject a 200 A double exponential

current waveform having a rise time, r r < 0.5 seconds and a fall time rf > 100 seconds directly

into the long conductors entering the facility. This results in a spec!f_ed response of the system

to MHD-EMP that may not be its actual response.

The actual level of MHD-EMP current entering the facility depends critically on the na-

ture of the load resistance within the facility. If this resistance is very high due to a poor

gTounding connection, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to excite the specified cmTent of ref.

i l using available MHD-EMP pulsers. Thus, the simulation approaches recommended in this

section are independent of the internal facility load resistance. The circuit values for the E3

pulser depend only on the MHD-EMP environment and the line properties, and if the proper

values are used. the system response will be identical to that experienced by the actual E3 envi-
ronment.

4.2. OVERALL TEST OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

: The MHD-EMP simulations may be conducted on either hardened or unhardened facili-

ties. For unhardened facilities, the objective of the test is to determine the impacts of E3 cmTents

entering the facility and the effects of tile ha_Tnonic distortion generated in the power circuits,

either internally or externally to the facility. This may be a difficult test to conduct, since the E3

currents may enter the facility from several different conductors simultaneously. Because of the

_: nonlinear nature of harmonic generation, it is impossible to consider single-port excitation with

an analytical combination of responses to infer the system-level response. Furthermore, little

: experience has been gained regarding the effect of the E3 current v,aveform on the facility re-

sponse. Th_,s, the use of an accurate and representative E3 waveform is recommended, as op-

posed to the prescribed double exponential current waveform suggested in ref. 11. However, it

- is recognized that the pulser waveform will be constrained by practical design considerations,

and that a true replication of the MHD-EMP stress may not be possible.
i

For hardened facilities, the main test objective is to validate the measures used to miti-

gate the MHD-EMP effects on the system. This is accomplished by driving ali long conductors

and verifying the fact that all protection schemes are working as designed. In addition, the pos-

: sible presence of unknown coupling paths into the facility should be determined. Furthermore,

the effects of harmonic distortion in the commercial power should be included in a hardened

facility test.
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Little prior experience has beer_ : <xrued in E3 testing' consequently, there is some con-

cern about possible permanent damage of the facility equipment by this low-frequency current

injection testing. Therefore, prior to any testing, analysis and planning should be conducted and

the following tasks performed:

• Identify the long line and other conducting penetrations into the facility.

• Develop a simple internal coupling model for the internal equiprnent based on the dc topol..
ogy of the facility, the internal conducting paths, and the grounding scheme.

• Estimate the MHD-EMP current levels at locations of potentially susceptible or irreplaceable
equipment within the system.

,, If the system being tested is unhardened agsainst MHD-EMP, develop suitable protection
measures or non-critical (duminy) replacements for the equipment that may be damaged by
the E3 testing.

• Identify suitable test-points for continuous measurements during the test to monitor the onset
of possible equipment damage due to the testing.

• Instrument critical items and begin the tests at a low (safe) level.

In performing these steps, it is irnportant to keep in mind that the internal coupling mod-

els and estimates of' current levels at the internal equipment locations are extremely inaccurate,

even for the quasi-dc environment of MHD-EMP. Thus, the calculations are only crude esti-

mates and serve only to indicate areas of possible concern in the testing.

The basic procedure for the E3 testing is to begin by injecting a suitable current into con-

ductors entering the facility using one of the pulser configurations to be discussed in Sec. 4.3.

This is done by starting at a low amplitude and then increasing the aznplitude of the cuITent in-

jection in steps for each subsequent measurement. Currents and voltages should be monitored at

the identified points of entry (POEs) and at the selected internal monitoring points. During this

system testing, the functional behavior of the internal operating equipment should be carefully

observed for signs of malfunctions.
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4.3. RECOSIMENDED TESI' CONFIGURATIONS

This section presents recommended test configurations for the major penetration mecha-

nisms encountered in a ground-based facility.

4.3.1. Long, Non-Power-System Conductors

An alternative to the simulation approach shown in Fig. 4. lb for long conductors, such as

water or gas pipes and telephone lines, is illustrated in Fig. 4.2a. In this approach, the line is

broken, and the E3 pulser is connected in series to simulate MHD-EMP currents in the conduc-

tors. The pulser is shown at the end of the line, far from tile facility, but its location is not criti-

cal; it can be located at the facility end or in the middle of the line.

Because the line and its connections to the earth remain intact, the internal resistance of

the pulser (Rs.) should be much lower than the line and its earthing resistances. The normal line

resistance thus serves to properly adjust the current flowing in the line to be the correct MttD-

EMP current. As explained in the Appendix, the value of the voltage source is EoL, where Eo is

the E3 electric field, and L is the line length. Thus, in this simulation approach the specification

of the pulser's electrical characteristics is easier than in the simulation of Fig. 4. lb, where the

pulser's resistance must be adjusted differently for each line being tested.

Although this test configuration is relatively simple, the test may require a great deal of

time and money to perform if the facility has many conducting penetrations of this type. How-

ever, for hardened systems where these long conductors have a near infinite resistance, (due to

plastic pipes, fiber optic communication links, etc.), it is only necessary to verify that the resis-

tance of the line is very large so that the current entering the facility (If in Fig. 4.2a) will be very
small.

Fig. 4.2b illustrates a second possible E3 pulser placement for a simple conducting line.

In this case, the pulser is _hunted across the line at a location (Xs). Although this configuration is

suggested in ref I 1, it does not provide a good simulation of the E3 excitation of the line. By

adjusting the values of Vs and _ appropriately, it is possible to inject the correct current (If) into

the facility. However, the current at the far end of the line (I1) is reversed, and there is a current

flowing from the line to the ground at the pulser location (Xs). Neither of these effects occur in

the case of the line being excited by the E3 field.
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Fig. 4.2. Simulation Configurations for a Long, Isolated Line. (a) E 3 pulser in series

(recommended), (b) E 3 pulser shunted across line (not recommended),
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For a simple line where the pulser ground connection is far from the facility, and where

the absence of saturating loads can be assured, this abnormal current flow may not be important.

Hov,'ever, if there are any non-linear interactions on the line, tile resulting response at the facility

can be different. This siznulation configuration is not recommended.

4.3.2. Power System Testing - Three-Phase Systems Without A Neutral Conductor

Because of the large number of transformers in the power network that can generate

harmonics and contribute to the voltage distortion in tile system, completely simulating MHD-

EMP on the commercial power system is not technically feasible. Consequently, there will al-

ways be uncertainty in the conclusions arising fl'orn such power system testing. However, an at-

tempt to simulate the effects of MHD-EMP can be made on the local subtransmissi,m or distri-

bution circuits that feed the facility in question. This can best be achieved by injecting currents

into the neutral of the grounded wye substation transformer as shown in Fig. 4.3a. As discussed

in the Appendix, the value of Vs is equal to EoL and the resistance (Rs) should be very small; the

same E3 pulser used in Fig. 4.2a may be used here. The individual phase currents entering the

facility (Irl, If2, and It3) will be equal if the general load resistance is balanced. Otherwise, they

will be different, depending on the degree of resistance imbalance in the lines and load.

The E3 excitation arises from a earth-induced potential in the ground. As a result, it is a

cornmon rhode excitation of the three..phase conductors (Fig. 4.3a). It is possible to move the

single E3 pulser from the transformer neutral conductor into each of the three-phase conductors

as shown in Fig. 4.3b, This will provide an identical response at the facility. However, there is

a requirement to have three identical pulsers, and each pulser must be capable of passing the

normal 60-Hz phase currents of" the power system (i.e., it must be a true volt;age source). There

is no benefit in exciting the three-phase line in this manr_er; in fact, this configrration would

pose electrical safety hazards. This configuration is not recommended.

Tests similar to these have been performed in GIC studiesl, 14 In the test described in

ref. 14, no apparent damage occurred to a 230/1t5 kV 200 MVA shell-form autotranslbn'ner in-

jected with a dc current of 100 A tbr about 2 minutes. This injection current was about 15.9

times the normal transformer excitation current, lt was also found that for a dc current level

equal to 15 times the transformer exciting current, an injection time period of about 15 seconds

,,,,,illbe below the threshold of damage I,

An E3 test on the power system will require the cooperation of the electric utility that

serves the facility. The ideal injection point is at the distributi(_n transformer sh,._x_lin Fig. 4.3a.
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For large military installations, this transformer may not be owned by the base or may not be

readily accessible. If this is the case, the pulser may be located at the facility ground, denoted by

A in the figure, if it is accessible.

In a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 4.2b, the E3 pulser for the three-phase power

line can be shunted across the line. In Fig. 4.4a, there are three separate pulsers, one for each

phase conductor. Fig. 4.4b utilizes a single pulser, with a three-phase wye transfonT_er to feed

the line. As in the case of a shunt feed of a single line, this injection method can be used to

provide the proper dc currents flowing into the facility. However, this method it does not result

in the proper dc currents in the distribution transformer, and additional harmonics can be intro-

duced by the feeding transformer of Fig. 4.4b. This configuration thus is not recommended.
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Fig. 4.3. E3 pulser excitation of a three-phase dis_:ributionline, (a) Pulser located in the
transformer neutral (recommended), (b) pulsers located in the phase conductors (not
recommended).
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Fig. 4.4. Three-phase line excited by shunt sources (not recommended). (a) Three E3
pulsers, (b) one E3 pulser feeding with a three-phase winding.
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4.3.3. Power System Testing - Three-Phase Systems With A Neutral Conductor

Another common power system line configuration uses a neutral conductor carried with

the three-phase conductors (Fig. 4.5). In this case, the neutral of the distribution transfbrmer

secondary wye is grounded. There is an additional grounding of the neutral at the facility. In-

side the facility, the details of the grounding system may not be readily determined. However,

the electrical code and MIL-STD-188-124 (ref. 15 require the neutral and facility ground to be

connected together, as shown in the figure.

The desired location of the E3 pulser in this case is indicated in the figure. This pulser

has the same design parameters as in the previous cases. If the grounding scheme within the

facility is well-defined, and a single point equipment ground can be defined (point A in the Fig-

ure), it may be tempting to try to locate the E3 pulser at this location. However, due to the ex-

ternal grounding of the neutral circuit at the facility, this simulation configuration will riot pro-

vide the proper responses. Other facility grounding schemes may be encountered in realistic sys-

tems, and they may be considerably different from that illustrated in Figs. 4.5 or 4.6. Prior to

any facility testing, the details of the grounding scheme must be carefully examined to determine

possible alternate pulser locat_ons.

Fig. 4.6 shows an important case in which the three..phase facility load is an ungrounded

delta transformer. As such, no dc current will flow along the pl:_aseconductors into the load.

Although the location of the E3 pulser as shown in the figure is recommended, it could be

moved into the neutral or shield line at point B. However, as in Fig. 4.5, the internal location A

is not suitable for the pulser, because of the code-required external neutral grounding.

As in the previous three-phase cases, the use of multiple E3 pulsers in series with the

phase conductors, or the use of pulsers shunting the line, is not recommended.
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Fig. 4.6. E3 simulation for a three phase line with neutral conductor and an ungrounded
delta load.
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4.3.4. Power System Testing - Three-Phase Systems With Periodically Grounded
Neu|rai Conductors

It is common to have the neutral conductor in a three-phase power system grounded at

the towers, as shown in Fig. 4.7. This fut'ther complicates the MHD-EMP coupling to the line',

for not only are the line resistances and transformer winding and grounding resistances impor-

tant, but the tower gq'ounding characteristics affect the coupling. These parameters include the

number and spacing of the towers, the tower footing resistance, and the neutral-tower bonding
resistance.

The analysis of such a grounded neutral configuration is discussed in the Appendix. In

this case, the pulser voltage is not simply EoL, but is a more complicated expression, given in

terms of the many parameters of the problem. However, the resistance of the pulser is still re-

quired to be very small compared to the rest of the resistances in the network.

The simulation performed in this manner will produce the proper dc phase currents (I/.1,

It.2, and I13) entering the facility but will not provide the correct neutral current (Is). Normally,

this will be small compared with the phase currents. However, if it is desired to simulate this

current as well, an additional pulser located at point A may be used, with suitable parameters.

An even more complicated (but realistic) power system configuration is shown in Fig.

4.8, where several electrical loads are placed across the three phase lines to the neutral conduc-

tor. These represent single-phase service drops at various locations along the line. An accurate

simulation of this configuration is very difficult, because it involves an E3 pulser at the trans-

former neutral, together with individual pulsers located in the neutral conductors of each of the

loads along the line. Furthermore, if a concurrent simulation of the current entering the facility

on the neutral is desired, an additional pulser at location A is required.

Clearly, this simulation concept is too complex to be practical. An alternative, therefore,

is simply to use the single pulser at the transformer neutral along with an analytical model of the

periodically grounded and loaded line to assess the errors involved in this approximate simula-

tion. Because these errors will depend on the details of the line confignaration and its parameters,

it is difficult to make a general statement about the accuracy of the simulation.
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Fig. 4.8. E3 simulation for three-phase systems with a periodically grounded neutral and
service loads.
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4.3.5. Testing of a Protected Power System

Fig. 4.9 shows the E3 pulser configuration for testing a power transmission and distribu-

tion system that has been constructed according to the recommended design practices presented

in Fig. 3.2. In this configuration, the three-phase power distribution line is isolated from the

facility by the delta primary winding of the facility transformer. The neutral conductor of the

distribution line is connected to the earth at a distance (d) from the ground connection of the

facility transformer, and this distance should be at least twice the largest dimension of the facil-

ity (D). As before, the voltage of the E3 pulser is equal to EoL, and the pulser resistance is very

small. An alternate and equivalent location for this pulser is at location B shown in the figure.

The only coupling of the quasi-static MHD-EMP currents picked up by the long distri-

bution line is through the mutual earth resistance between the two grounding electrodes sepa-

rated by the distance (d). The pulser location in Fig. 4,9 will simulate this effect properly. It is

possible to consider injecting cun'ent directly into the neutral of the secondary winding of the

facility transformer at location A shown in the figure. However, the required pulser voltage

source will not be the same as that for the other simulation; its value will be reduced due to the

poor coupling between the grounding electrodes. While it is possible to develop an expression

to estimate the value of the required pulser voltage, this expression relies on assumptions of the

local earth conductivity in the vicinity of the grounding electrodes and thus will not be very ac-

curate. Consequently, this type of neutral injection testing is not recommended.

These test configurations will also permit the concurrent testing of any harmonic detec-

tion and protection measures, The injection of the dc current into the transformer' r,'eutral will

produce 60 Hz harmonics during the test, and the effectiveness of any installed harmonic miti-

gation measures will be evident.
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Fig. 4.9. E3 pulser configuration for testing a protected facility,

4.3.6, Isolation Gap Evaluation

The isolation gap required in long lines to limit thz MHD-EMP current delivered to the

facility was estimated to be twice the largest dimension of the facility. This estimate was ob-

tained by determining the current flowing through a conducting (metal) sphere in'tmersed in a

finitely conducting medium (soil) between two current injection points 16 In this model, the cur-

rent injection points simulate the grounding points of two long lines on opposite sides of the
facility. The metal sphere simulates the facility shield.

It was found that a gap equal to twice the diameter of the sphere would reduce the current

through the sphere to one-tenth of the current injected into the soil. It was postulated that this

fraction of a nominal 200 A MHD-EMP line current (20 A) would probably be safe for the facil-

ity. However, it has been proposed to perform an experiment using the test configuration shown

in Figure 4,10 to evaluate this postulate. The distance (d) between the facility and each injection

point would be varied from zero to at least twice the largest facility dimension (D) to evaluate
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the shield current collection, The current in the facility external grounding conductor and in

internal paths through the conduits and ironwork should be monitored, and potential differences

between electrical wiring and local structural grounds should be monitored.

If it is found that a gap smaller than 2D is adequate for rnost facilities, the requirement

for the isolation gap can be relaxed. Th_ possibility of using a shorter isolation gap is important

for retrofitting facilities to incorporate E3 protection; it could be very difficult and costly to

achieve a large gap in some facilities. Thus, if a smaller gap is satisfactory, it should be used,
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CIMENSION (INCLUDIING THE I _ ................................D ..................................... _.
BURIED CONDUCTORS) LARGEST DIMENSION

Fig. 4.10. E3 testing of buried facilities.
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5. SUSIMARY

This report has discussed methods of mitigating the effects of MHD-EMP on critical

facilities, with an emphasis on the electrical power system. Most of the mitigation methods are

based on a very simple approach: to prohibit the flow of dc current through grounded earth con-

ductors. This can be accomplished either by ungrounding one end of the conductor or by adding

a large series resistance in the conductor. Problems arise with either of these methods, however,

for conductors that are normally designed to carry signals or information. Furthermore, safety

related concerns become important in modifying the grounding configuration in power systems.

Due to the similarit., of the MHD-EMP environment and that arising _om a geomagnetic

storm, there are some historical data regarding system responses to these quasi-dc E-fields, as

well as existing measures for protecting systems. Simulations of the effects of geomagnetic

storms also have been conducted and these form the basis for possible tests of the effects of

MHD-EMP on critical facilities. This report discusses a number of different test configurations,

both for non-signal lines (i.e., water pipes) and signal or power lines, which can collect MHD-

EMP energy.

Unfortunately, there is very little experience with this type of quasi-dc testing on large

facilities. Previous testing of geomagnetic storm effects has involved mainly component

(transfoxrner) testing to observe the degree of saturation and harmonic distortion Caused by the

injected dc current. The degree of possible permanent damage induced by such testing in the

facility is unknown. Similarly, the inadvertent effects of testing on the power utility is un-

known. Such test programs should be conservative by nature until the system-level effects of the

E3 environment are better understood.
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APPENDIX

THE TttEORETICAL BASIS FOR MIlD-EMP

CURRENT INJECTION SIMULATION

A possible approach for simulating the effects of MHD-EMP on critical facilities is to

inject a quasi-dc current into the facility. This is realized by exciting the long lines entering the

facility with a suitably designed E3 pulser. The term "pulser" is slightly misleading, because the

injected current is not a fast-rising pulse as is needed in testing for the early-time E1 system re-

sponses. Rather, it is a slowly varying, quasi-dc, waveform, having a rise time on the order of

0.5 seconds and a fall time of several hundred seconds. Nevertheless, this terminology has been

adopted to refer to the source circuitry and hardware producing a simulated MHD-EMP re-

sponse.

The design of a pulser suitable for an E3 test is based on the specification of Thevenin

equivalent circ_ait connected to the conductor entering the facility. This amounts to specifying a

suitable open-circuit voltage for the pulser, as well as its internal resistance. Such a pulser will

then provide the proper MHD-EMP current to flow into the system, regardless of the details of

the dc resistances within the facility. This is in contrast to the E3 simulation approach suggested

in ref. Al, which puts a specification on the response of the current entering the facility without

regard to its internal electrical configuration.

This appendix summarizes the theoretical basis for E3 simulation based on Current injec-

tion techniques. This summary starts with the simple case of an isolated single conductor and

proceeds through the more complicated cases involving three-phase power lines. For each case,

the required pulser voltage and impedance is discussed, and various alternatives in the simulation

concept are explored.

A.I AN ISOLATED SINGLE CONDUCTOR

The simplest conductor configuration for E3 testing consists of a conductor of length L

that is terminated by a load resistance (RL1) and a grounding, or footing resistance (Rgl) at the
far end of the line (Fig. A. 1). In a real facility, conductors of this type can be found in the form

of coaxial cables from external antennas; buried conducting pipes; signal wires; or a single

power conductor having an earth return.
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The conductor is assumed to have a per-unit-length resistance of rc f_/m, and conse-

quently, there is a total conductor resistance of R,. = rcL along the line. Within the facility, there

is a general load resistance (Rf.,2). Frequently, tile value for this resistance is not easily calcu-

lated, because it depends on the electrical topology within the enclosure and may be comprised

of many different parallel grounding paths that are difficult to trace. The fact that the value of

RL2 rnay not be well-known is denoted in the figure by a dashed line. However, the value of

RL2 can be measured, if desired.

At the facility, there is an additional external grounding resistance (Rr) as shown in Fig.

A. 1. As with the case of the internal facility resistance, the value of this resistance is difficult to

calculate, as it depends on the unseen construction details of the facility foundation.

FACILITYENCLOSUR-

Rc= rcL I(
•& -_

T _'-'a-l

Fig. A.I. An isolated single conductor entering a facility excited by MHD-EMP.

The MHD-EMP E-field waveform induced ira the earth (Eo(t)) exists over the entire

length of the line, and produces an effective voltage source (EoL). .Because of the simple quasi-

dc nature of this excitation, the MHD-EMP-induced current flowing into the facility (I r) can be

written as a simple expression involving only the source and the various resistances asA2

_ EoL

lr- R I + R 2 + r_L (.Al)

where R1 = (Rr.,1 + Rgl) and R2 = (RL2 + Rf). In any of the simulation procedures to be dis-

cussed below, the goal of the pulser design is to insure that the same quasi-dc current flows into

the facility when the E3 excitation is replaced by the pulser. Several different pulser configura-

tions are possible for injecting this simulated currents, and these are discussed below.
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A.I.I E3 Puiser aI Facility Entrance

Fig. A.2 illustrates one possible simulation configuration, in which the long conducting

line is removed and an E3 pulser is located at the fa(-ility enclosL,re. This pulser is represented

either by a Thevenin equivalent circuit (.part (a)) with an open-circuit voltage source (rs) and a

source resistance (Rs), or by a Norton equivalent circuit (part (b)) using a short-circuit current

source (I s) and a source admittance (Gs). Because the location of the ground connection has

changed, it is possible that its grounding resistance (Rg2) in Fig. A.2 will be different from the

value of Rg1 shown in Fig. A.1. This possibility must be taken into account in defining the E3
pulser properties.

The values of the equivalent circuit elements of Fig. A.2 are independent of the facility

load resistance (RL2) and have the following simple forms:

Rs = RL1 + rc L + (Rg 1 - Rg2) , and (,,\2a)

Vs = Eo L , (A2b)

for the Thevenin circuit; and

Gs = 1/Rs , and (A3a)

Is = Eo I.,Gs (A3b)

for the Norton equivalent circuit of the pulser. In both of these equivalent circuits, there is a re-

sistance correction term (Rg 1 .. Rg2) that accounts for the possible changes in the grounding

resistances. This term usually is smaller than the other resistances RL1 and rcL, and may not

important. However, for short lines with RL1 = 0, this correction term can be significant.

Either the Thevenin or the Norton form of the pulser can be used to represent its desired

electrical behavior for simulating the E3 environment. For the remainder of this discussion, only

the Thevenin equivalent circuit for the E3 pulser shown in Fig. A.2a will be discussed.
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Fig. A.2. Simulation of MHD-EMP excitation by an equivalent circuit. (a) Thevenin
equivalent pulser, (b) Norton equivalent pulser.
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Frequently, it is desired to perlk+rm a worst-case simulation ona facility by' injecting the

largest out'rent that could be collected by, the incoming line. This will occur when the line be-

cotnes very long and the term rcL dominates. In this case the E3 pulser has the following pa-.

rameters:

Rs.=r cL , and (A4a)

Vs = Eo L. (A4b)

The resulting current flowing into the facility in this case is

EoLIr = (as)
IcL + RLz + R r

Note that the maximum current that would flow into the facility, if the internal load resis-

tance (RL2) and the facility grounding resistance (Rr) are both short cilcui{s, is given by

[If]max = Eo/r c . The resistances RL2 and Rr in the denominator in Eq. (A5) both serve to reduce

this current. Thus, for a simulation of the worst-case response, the pulser circuit parameters

should be chosen according to Eq. (A4), with the added requirement that rcL >> RL2 + Rf.

For this simulation, it is evident that the maximum excitation depends on the electrical

resistance of the long line entering the facility. Tables A. 1 and A.2 present values of rc for dif-

ferent sizes of aluminum and copper wires that may be used in Eq. (A4) to determine the correct

value of Rs for the E3 pulser. ReDrence A3 presents additional resistance data for other v,'il:e

sizes. Also shown in Tables A.1 and A.2 is the maximum simulated MHD-EMP current that

could flow. This current is presented normalized form for a 1 V/km MI-fD..EMP field as

[If]max/E o (A-km/V),

If the long conductor normally carries an electrical signal or power, the E3 pulser must

also provide this excitation to the facility if a power-on test is to be conducted. This can add

considerable complications to the pulser design in this case, since the original sonrce is no longer

available to power the facility. The following simulation concept for a long, single conductor

can help to alleviate this problem.
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Table A.1

Per-unit-length resistance and maximum normalized maximum
response current for different aluminum wires.

Per-unit-length resis- Normalized [lf]max/Eo
Wire size lance rc (_/km) Amps-km/V

4/0 0.27 3,65
3/0 0,34 2,90
2/0 0.44 2.29
1/0 0.55 1.82
1 0.70 1.44
2 0,88 1,14
3 1,I 1 0.90
4 1.39 0.72
5 1.75 0.57
6 2.21 0.45

Table A.2

Per-unit-length resistance and maximum normalized maximum
response current for different copper wires.

Per-unit-lenglh resis- Normalized [lflmaxjE o
Wire size rance rc (gi/km) Amps-km/V

4/0 0, 17 5 83
3/0 O,22 4 61
2/0 O,27 3 66
1/0 0,34 2 90
1 0,43 2 33
2 0.55 1 83
3 0,69 1 45
4 0.86 1 16
5 1.09 0,92
6 1,37 0.73

A.1.2 E3 Pulser at Far End oflhe Line

A second simulation concept for the long, single conductor line is to locate the E3 pulser

in series with the line, perhaps at the far end, as shown in Fig. A.3. The advantage in doing this

is that the resistances RL1, RL2, rcL and Rg1 remain intact; and if there is an excitation source
on the line providing normal operational power of signals, it also can remain intact during the

silnulation. FcJr the correct simulation in this case, the E3 pulser parameters are given as
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Rs,<< (RL1 + Rg1 + RL2 + Rf-+-rcL ), and (A6a)

Vs = EoL . (A 6b)

E3 PULSER FACILITYENCLOSURE

V_ .... Rs ' rcL lt

<:Rgl-_T " ............................ L ...................................." -_T Rf

Fig. A.3. MHD-EMP simulation with the pulser in series with the line.

At times, it may be difficult to insure that the pulser resistance (Rs,) is sufficiently low,

according to Eq. (A6a). In this case, an increase in the pulser voltage can overcome the effect of

the additional resistance. Given a non-zero value of the source resistance (Rs), the augmented

source voltage is expressed as

Vs = EoL F , (A7a)

where the function F is

[ Rs 1F = 1+ (A7b)
(Rt.i + R_t) + (RL2 + Rf) + r_L

Note that this function also involves the facility resistances RL2 and Rg2, These must be known

or estimated for the pulser voltage to be properly increased, When this method is used to pro-

duce the proper simulated current, it should be kept in mind that current interrupters or other

protection devices may be overtested by the increased open-circuit pulser voltage.

A.1.3 E3 Pulser Along the Line

A third simulation configuration locates the E3 pulser at a location xs along the line (Fig.

A.4.). This is similar to one of the current injection configurations suggested in MIL-STD-188-

125 (ref. Al). As in the previous case, the nonnal operational signal source tbr the long line is

left intact, so that the E3 pulser need not simulate this component of the excitation. However,
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the presence of the pulser will tend to short out a portion of the signal or power at its location

(Xs).

Tc) minimize this loading that the pulser has on the system, the pulser impedance should

be large at the power or signal fi'equency. This can be achieved by constructing the pulser im-

pedance as a series R-L circuit, so that Zs = Rs + jcoLs, The inductance Ls is chosen such that

col s >> RL1 + Rg1 or RL2.4. Rf, In this way, the pulser can inject an E3 signal into the system,

but the normal operation of the system is not adversely affected.

L

Ls _ FACILITY ENCLOSURE

Rs_ j',,. !-"-"- _---

I 1 r,.,Xs _.._ rc(L.xs) Ii /

LJ.,':1,. ° : s I *, Lz
R -, ._0 R ,_._x.. L _:R.

g] _.1,,. g2__ _ _,. T
I

Fig. A.4. MHD-EMP simulation with the pulser across the line.

To develop an expression for the necessary pulser voltage level, the line resistances are

divided into two parts, one to the left and another to the right of the pulser. Requiring that the

simulated facility current be the same as in the MHD-EMP excitation case leads to the following

requirements on the E.3 pulser voltage:

Vs = EoL F , (ASa)

where the function F is now

F = ((R_ + r_x_ + R_)(R2 + r_(L- Xs)+ R_)-(R_) 2) (ASb)
(R 1+ R a + r,:L)(R l + r_xs)

where R1 = RL1 + Rgl, R2 = RL2 + Rf and R's = Rs,+ Rg2 . Note that this is a quasi-dc expres,.
sion, as only the resistive component of the pulser impedance is used.

Several simplifications can be made for this function for limiting cases of the parameters.

For the case in which the E3 pulser resistance (Rs) is large, F becomes
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F= Rs
(R_+R, +r_L) ' (ABc)

Note that as Rs is made large compared with the other resistances in the circuit, the required

pulser voltage also becomes large However, Rs..can not be made too large, because unreasonable

values of Vs would be required for the simulation, However, this is the configuration that MIL-

STD-188-125 requires: an effective current source across the line at the location (Xs),

For the case in which the line length becomes very long and the pulser is located a finite

distance d = L - xs .from the facility, the function F becomes

F = (R2 + red + R;) d= -- for finite RL2 and Rs . (A8d)
IcL L

When the load resistance (RL1) or the ground resistance (Rgl) at the far end of the line
becomes large, the function F becomes

F = (R2 + R_ + rc(L- xs)) ----)0 as or _ oo

RLI + Rgl RL1 Rgl ' (A8e)

This term approaches zero, indicating that the required pulser voltage of EoLF is zero for this

case. This is due to the fact that in the real case of MHD-EMP excitation, no current flows into

the facility due to the open circuit condition at the end of the line. This clearly illustrates the

fact that the choice of the E3 pulser parameters can depend critically on the nature of the line
connections to earth.

A final limiting case of interest is when the resistance within the facility enclosure be-
comes large. In this case, the function F is

F = (RI + r_.x +R' -_) (for RL2 _ 0) (A8f)
(R_+ r_xs)

and for very long lines when L and xs + oo , this function F approaches unity.
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A.2 A SlNGLE CONDUCTOR WITI! CONNECTIONS TO GROUND

A,2.1 E3 Pulser At Facility Entrance

Frequently, a single conductor entering a facility can be connected to earth at several

points along its length. Although this is not the usual configuration for signal or power carrying

lines, it is encountered in shield or neutral conductors in power _;ystems that may be grounded at

each support tower. The case of a bare, buried, coaxial cable or water pipe can be also viewed in
this manner.

Fig. A.5 illustrates a periodically grounded single line of length L. Each ground connec-

tion is assumed to have a footing resistance of R t fL and the length of line in each of the N

"cells" between the ground connections is A. Consequently, with the per-unit-length line resis-

tance of rc f_/m, the line resistance in each cell on the line is rcA f2. As in the previous case, RL1

and RL2 represent the load resistances at each end of the line, and Rg1 and Rf are the grounding
resistances.

FACILITYENCLOSURE
!

Rc= rc_ --..

£Hgl .._Rt .:._Rt _at ._ :::lt __a' __.._.R,
I ! ! I I !

<.....................................................L .....................................................->

Fig. A.5. Configuration of a single line periodically connected to earth.

At the facility entrance, this grounded line can be replaced by the equivalent E3 pulser

circuit of Fig. A.2a. Using the analysis procedure developed in ref. A2, the pulser resistance and

the required voltage source can be expressed as
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f J1+

Vs - c_ (1-e -2eta) (9_(1+ e-2aL)+ Rl(l- e-Zt'L)) (A9a)

and

- I 2e-_(9t(1 - e-_)2 + Rl(1 - e-2aL))]

(I - e-2'_)2+
Rs- (1-.e -2aL) (-_+e-Z_i+R_( i __e-2_- _ , (A9b)

where _Rand c_are characteristic parameters of the line and are given by

cJ_= pf4_ L /(RfS) (fJ),and (Al0a)

cc= _/Nrc/(RfL) (I/m) (Al0b)

andRI= RLI + RgI.

For thecaseofa continuouslygroundedline,suchasa waterpipehavinga per-unit-

lengthcontactconductancetotheearthofgfmhos/mcter,theseparametershavetheform

c_= -_cgf ,and (Alla)

°t=]_/gr (Al lb)

Figure A.6 presents normalized pulser parameters (Rs/RL1) and (Vs/EoL) obtained from

Eq. (A9), shown as a function of the dimensionless quantity c_L. These parameters are presented

as a family of curves for different values of the dimensionless ratio RL1 /_. With the definition

of u and 9_ above, the proper choice of the pulser voltage and resistance can be made either or a
discretely grounded line or for a buried line.

A.2.2 E3 Pulser at the Far End of lhc Line

Figure A.7 shows an alternate simulation configuration for grounded lines, in which an

E3 pulser is located at the far end of the line. The internal resistance of tile pulser (Rs) is as-

sumed to be much smaller than the line termination resistance, and consequently, it is not shown
in the figure.
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Fig. A.6. E3 pulser parameters for a grounded penetrating conductor using the simulator

configuration ofFig. A,2a. (a) Nomlalized pulser impedance (Rs/9_), (b) normalized pulser volt-
age (Vs/EoL),
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The pulser source is required to drive the line sufficiently strongly to provide the correct

current (l r) entering the facility. Due to the periodic grounding of the line, much of the current

induced by the pulser is shunted off of the line to the ground. Thus, it is expected that a much

larger lumped voltage source will be required for the pulser in this location than if the pulser

were located at the facility. The analysis in ref. A2 can provide an analytical expression for the

current (If) due to this lumped voltage source, and this can be equated to the current for the

MHD-EMP excited line. This yields an expression for the required voltage source (Vs). Since

the line is not disturbed by the addition of the voltage source, the resistance of the line as seen by

the facility enclosure has not changed, as long as the pulser resistance is negligible.

FACILITYENCLOSURE

,.,Rc= rcZ_
_ ._.._

RUESER _:__RL 1

}7 e,e, e,, "g" , 7' "g 3"
<-........................................................L ........................................................

Fig. A.7. E3 simulation for a periodically gTounded line using a pulser at the fa,r end of
the line.

For this simulation concept, Fig. A.8 presents the required normalized voltage source as a

function of the dimensionless constant c_L. As in the previous figures, a family of cu_,es is pre-

sented for different ratios of RL1/_, with the effects of the line grounding resistances being

manifested in both the parameters acand 9? through Eqs. (AIO) or (All). In this calculation, the

effect of the grounding resistance (Rgl) is assumed to be included in the resistive element RL].

lt is clear that for many combinations of parameters, a very large pulser voltage source will be

required. However, for this simulation the only requirement placed on the pulser resistance is
than it be small.
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Fig. A.8, Normalized E3 pulser voltage for a grounded penetrating conductor with the
pulser at the far end of the line.

A.2.3 E3 Pulser Along the Line

A logical extension of the simulation configuration of Fig. A.4 for the grounded line is to

locate the pulser at an intermediate location along the line. The analysis of ref. A2 can be used

to develop an expression for the required voltage, and curves similar to th,_se of Fig. A.8 carl be

calculated. Generally, the required voltage source will be less than that given in Fig. A.8 as the

pulser is located closer to the facility. Since the simulation configuration of locating the pulser

at tile facility enclosure (Fig. A.2a) is the most desirable in this case, this concept has not been
pursued further.
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A..3 MULTI-PHASE AC POWER PENETRA'I'IONS

Due to their long lengths, three phase ac power lines entering the facility are potentially

important collectors of MHD-EMP energy. In contrast with most single penetrating conductors

discussed in the previous section, the three-phase conductors carry normal 60 Hz power', and the

MHD-EMP-induced currents on the line can interact with the energized power equipment to

saturate transformers. This saturation creates harmonics within the system, and unless the test-

ing is performed with energized equipment, the effects of these harmonics cannot be fully de-

termined. The requirement for performing E3 simulations on energized power equipment poses

many problems, including personnel and equipment safety, and the desirability of not interrupt-

ing the normal operation of the facility or the commercial power network.

As in the case of the single conductor penetration into the facility, there are a number of

different E3 simulator configurations that are possible for the case of three-phase penetrations.

This section discusses some of the technical aspects of these designs.

A.3.1 Balanced 3-Phase Conductors

A.3.3.1.1 Unshielded conductors

A possible line configuration fbr supplying AC power to a facility is the three-phase line

shown irl Fig. A.9. A simple version of this line consists of three parallel conductors of length

L, each having a per-unit-length resistance of rc _/km. At the end of the line distant from the

facility, the line is terminated in a grounded wye transformer secondary having winding resis-

tances (Ry) fbr each phase, a neutral conductor resistance (RL1,) and a grounding resistance

(Rgl). Normally, these transformers are balanced so that the resistances in each phase are identi.

cal. In this example, no neutral conductor is carried with the phase conductors. Different dec..

trical utilities have different practices f,,_rconstructing transmission and distribution lines, and

this case is typical of some lines in California. In other instances, a fourth neutral line might be
car'ried with the phase conductors. This latter case also will be discussed in this section.

For this configuration, the primary of the transformer is connected to other parts of the

electrical power network, and this supplies the normal 60-Hz power to the line and the facility.

Although this p¢_wer source is not explicitly indicated in Fig. A.9, it could be represented by

three voltage sources in series with the transformer secondary resistances (Ry). Irt addition to
these normal operating voltages, there is the earth-induced E-field caused by the MI-tD-EMP.
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As in the case of the single conductor line, the MHD-EMP currents entering the facility

depend on the nature of the load configuration within the facility. Two common load configu-

rations are illustrated in Fig. A.9b and A.9c, in which a grounded wye and an ungrounded delta

loads are portrayed. Nomnally, there is an attempt to balance these loads so that the three resis-

tances (Ry' or Ra) in each figure are the same for each load configuration. Clearly, in the case of

the grounded wye load of Fig. A.9b a quasi-dc current can flow from the earth, up through the

grounded wye transformer at the far end of the line, along the line, and then back down to the

earth through the wye load. For the usual case of the three phases being balanced, the total

quasi-dc current flowing into the facility can be described combining the parallel phase conduc-

tors into a single conductor, as shown in Fig. A, 10. In this case, the total current is If = Irl +If,2

+If3, and this is given by

EoL
I t-= , , (Al2)

(R 1 + R=)+ (R.y + Ry + rcL)
3

where, as in the previous cases, R 1 = RLI + Rgl, and R1 = RL2 + Rf.

For the case of the load configuration of Fig. A.9c, there is no conducting path to ground,

so there will be no E3 current flowing into the facility. Of course, due to the phase differences

of the normal 60-Hz power, there will be current flowing in each of these conductors; however,

the dc component remains zero. Similarly, if the grounded wye transformer at the far end of the

line were replaced with an ungrounded delta transformer, there will be no dc path and no MHD-

EMP response.

Several different simulation concepts are possible for this line configuration. Fig. A.1I

illustrates the most general concept, which replaces the excited line with a generalized Thevenin

circuit, similar to that in Fig. A.2a for the single line. In this case, the individual resistances in

the wye circuit are Rs and consist of the series combination of the transformer winding resis-

tances and the phase conductor resistances as

Rs, = Ry + rcL (A13a)

The other pulser resistance (Rs1) takes into account the possible difference in grounding resis-

tances, and is given as

t_I=RLI+(Rg 1-Rg 2) . (A13b)
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TRANSFORMER FACILITY ENCLOSURE
SECONDARY I

R,=rL fl ----._.

hRy :_y._ - -:)" i
_ " If"2 ..... Load

bO : ]c/ ......
RLI:_ _ ' |''

! ,-,,,I

(a)

m' R'

L2

_m

!

(b) (c)

Fig. A.9. E3 excitation of a three-phase power line. (a) Line configuration, (b) grounded
wye load, (c) isolated delta load.
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Fig. A. 10. Single line equivalent for a balanced three-phase line.

GENERALIZEDE3PULSER I FACILITYENCLOSURE

Vs3 : fl

I -"O+ "'--> -

-/'__o "r Vs2 I f2 LOAD

! I

Fig. A. 11. Thevenin Equivalent Circuit Excitation Of A Three-Phase Line.

Other equivalent resistance networks are possible for this three-phase pulser, and these may be

obtained transfornling the wye network to a pi network,

"Thevoltage sources in Fig. A. 11 are all equal, and are given by

Vs 1 = Vs2 = Vs3 = EoL . (A 13b)

In addition to these quasi-dc voltage sources, there must be the provision of the normal three-

phase 60-Hz power, which could be viewed as three additional voltage sources in the pulser.

The requirement to provide these extra sources adds considerable complexity to the pulser de,-

sign.
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An alternate simulation procedure is suggested irl Fig. A. 12, in which the three-phase line

is left intact and the quasi-dc MHD-EMP voltage is injected through the neutral of the grounded

wye transformer. In this manner the normal operation of the transformer continues during the

simulation, and the 60-Hz power remains on the lines without additional sources. In addition, the

normal saturation characteristics of both the wye transformer and possibly of tile internal facility

loads will automatically be included in the simulation. If tile internal load grounding connection

is a well-defined, single-point ground, as shown in the figure, the E3 pulser could be located at

point A in the figure, instead of at the end of the line. This might be desirable if the line is very

long.

FACILII'YENCLOSURE

'-U" - -
EaPULSER[ ..

.......RIs.... ...., _

Vs...k.)" ...... _Ry :......_ 1,3 _ ..
_b

,....'57RL1

:r_'-R1<-.......................................................L ..................................................................-> _L_"Rf
! I

Fig. A.12. E3 simulation of a three-phase line with pulser in the transformer neutral con-
ductor.

The single quasi-dc E3 pulser for this case has the same voltage characteristics as in the

previous case,

Vs = Eo L (A14a)

and the requirement on the internal pulser resistance (Rs) is simply that

Rs << (RL1 + Rg1 + (Ry r. rcL)/3 . (Al4b)

This simulation approach is attractive, not only because of the features mentioned above,

but also because only a single low resistance voltage source is required. Furthermore, this

source need not be designed to pass the 60 Hz power because ii is in the neutral circuit. If the
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line is unbalanced, the effects of the unbalanced tralasfornaer, line, or load resistances are auto-

rnatically taken into account. In lhe simulation approach of Fig. A. I1, any line unbalancing

must be accounted for explicitly by modifying the individual pulser resistances and voltage

sources.

lt is also possible to consider locating the E3 pulser along the line at a location xs. f:ig.

A. 13a shows a pulser consisting of three voltage sources and resistance elements, and Fig. A. 13b

shows a concept using a single voltage source together with an inductive wye feeding network,

These cases are similar to the single-line simulation shown in Figure A.4. This latter network is

formed by three large reactive elements providing a low dc resistance (Rt) from the pulser to the

line, but has a high reactance at 60-Hz to minimize the ac current flow. Furthermore, for a bal-

anced system, the net ac current flow through the wye network is zero. As in the previous single

wire case, the goal here is to choose the voltage source(s) in such a way that the quasi-dc current

entering the facility is the same as in the case of MHD-EMP excitation. In addition, there is a

requirement that the presence of the pulser should not significantly affect the normal operation

of the power line. Thus, the source resistances (Rs) in Fig. A. 13a should be large compared with
the normal resistances of the line.

An analysis of the currents flowing into tile facility irl Figs. 4.13a and 4.13b can be per-

formed by using the dc models discussed in ref. A2, and this can ultimately lead to explicit ex-

pressions for the voltage source(s) (V s) in terms of the E3-field and line properties. This is not

done here, however, because this sirnulation approach is not particularly recommended for the

testing of three-phase power systems due to the fact that it is important to insure that both the

source transforaner and the load circuit have the proper simulated excitation. This is particularly

critical if the effect of the 60-Hz harmonics generated within the system is to be monitored. In

the present simulation concept, there is no guarantee that these harmonics will be generated

properly, for the current flowing into the source transformer is considerably different from that

experienced with the actual MHD-EMP excitation.

A.3.1.2 Three-phase line with shield or neutral line

The addition of a fourth neutral conductor to the three-phase line of Fig, 4,9a complicates

the simulation procedure. Due to the fact that the internal load can have either of the electrical

configurations shown in Figs 4_10b and 4.10c, different simulation configurations are possible.
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Fig. A. 13. E3 simulation of a three-phase line with pulser along the line. (a) Three
source configuration, (b) single source configuration.
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Consider first the case of the internal load having an ungrounded delta configuration

(Fig. A.14). The neutral line, which has a per-unit-length resistance of rs ft/km, is connected to

the transformer neutral at the thr end of the line, and is connected to earth through the earthing

resistance of RL1. At the facility end of the line the conductor branches into two conductors,

one of which is connected to each through a grounding resistance Rr, and the other which

penetrates into the facility. As in the case of' the single conductor, the details of the internal

grounding system, and its effective dc load (RL2) are largely unknown, and this fact is illustrated

by the dotted line within the facility.

The MHD-EMP-induced current on the shield wire (Is) will split at the entrance to the

facility, with the major part flowing outside the facility to the ground, This current splitting is

controlled by the resistance of the external conductor connecting the overhead shield conductor

to the facility grounding element (Rf). This resistance is not pictured in the figure.

FACILITYENCLOSURE
SHIELDOR NEUTRALLINE L

rs Is -2_
-- _ ...........................

rc L If1 ->
%"=t.

__Ry Ry rc II2 '-)" _RAR,,

--'W

RL1 Eo RL2":Rg 1 FACILITY R[
"T GROUND l

Fig. A. 14. Three-phase power line with neutral conductor.

Because of the dc open-circuit on the phase conductors, no MHD-EMP currents will flow

into the facility along the power lines; the only current entering the facility will be that fraction

split off from the shield line through the internal neutral conductor. Consequently, a possible E3

simulation configuration is shown in Fig. A.15a, in which the three-phase conductors are open-

circuited, and the external neutral conductor is driven as if it were an isolated, single conductor

penetration. In this case, Eqs. (A2a) and (A2b) provide the necessary pulser parameters, with rc

being replaced by rs.
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Fig. A.15. E3 simulation for Fig. A. 14. (a) Use ofa Thevenin equivalent circuit at the
facility, (b) alternate E3 simulation at the far end of the line.
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Of course, tile simulation scheme in Fig, A, 15a does not easily provide for the normal

operational power for the facility. Fig. A, 15b illustrates a possible the E3 simulation configura-

tion fk_rthis case. The pulser is located in the neutral earth connection of the transformer secon-

dary at the far end of tile line, and has the parameters

Vs = EoL (A15a)

and

Rs << (RL1 + Rgl + rsL) . (A 15b)

One might be tempted to locate the pulser at point A within the facility as was done for the sim-

ple case of a single conductor penetration, This is not possible, however, due to the presence of

the external ground connection.

Fig. A.16a illustrates a facility load having a grounded wye configuration. In this case,

the neutral connection is made at the center point of each of the wyes. The MHD-EMP current

can flow through the transformer secondary and create 60-Hz harmonics. If the load consists of

a three-phase transformer, harmonics can also be generated inside the facility. For the E3 simu-

lation, a four conductor Thevenin equivalent circuit, similar to that in Fig. A. 11 could be envi-

sioned, although the provision of the normal 60-Hz power and the simulation of the harmonic

generation in the source transfo_vner will be difficult to achieve. A more suitable simulation

configuration is shown in Fig. 16b, with the E3 pulser again located in the ground connection of

the source transformer neutral. As in Fig. A. 15b, the location A in the facility is not suitable for

the pulser.

Note that for this relatively complex interconnection of conductors, only a single pulser

is required. As in the previous case, the required pulser voltage is given by Eq.(A15a) and the

source resistance must be such that Rs << RL1 + Rgl.

Figure. A.17a shows another grounding configuration for the three-phase line. The

power circuit and the neutral circuit have different grounding resistances. Because these two

circuits are not connected at the far end of the line, two E3 pulsers are required for MHD-EMP

simulation, as indicated in Fig. A, 17b. Equation (Al5a) defines the pulser voltage requirements

and the pulser source resistances must be small compared with all of the other line and rounding
resistances.
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Fig, A. 16. Three-phase line with grounded load and neutral conductor. (a) Physical con-
figuration, (b)E 3 simulation.
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Fig. A.17. Alternate configuration of three-phase line with grounded load and neutral
conductor. (a) Physical configuration, (b) E3 simulation.
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A.3.1.3 Three-phase line with periodically grounded neutral

Another configuration commonly fbund in three-phase pc,wer lines is shown in Fig.

A. 18a. In this line, the neutral conductor is supported by periodic towers and is electrically can-

nected to the earth at each tower. The tower footing resistances are denoted by Rt. In this con-

figuration, the MHD-EMP excitation induces equal quasi-dc currents in each of the phase con-

ductors, with a different current in the neutral. Because of the periodic grounding of the neutral

to the earth, it has been noted in ref. A2 that the overall MHD-EMP excitation of the facility is _

less in this case than it would be if the neutral line were ungrounded.

The E3 simulation for this configuration is more complex than in the previous cases.

One again could envision locating a generalized four-conductor Thevenin pulser at the facility

enclosure in an attempt to simulate exactly all four open-circuit voltages exciting the facility

penetrations. This approach, however, is not recommended. In its place, the approximate

siznmlation shown in Fig. A.18b is possible. In this case, the E3 pulser is located in the trans-

former neutral conductor at the far end of the line or at the neutral connection of the wye load

within the facility. The required open-circuit voltage for the pulser has been calculated in ref.

A2 and is shown in Fig. A.19 in normalized form as a function of the number of tower section

(N). These data are showm as a family of different curves for the dimensionless parameter

rsL/R t , where rs is the per-unit-length resistance of the neutral conductor. This analysis

assumes that the grounding resistances of RgI and Rf are both equal to the tower footing
resistance (Rr), and that RL1 = 0. The value of RL2 is not important in this analysis.

"T'hissimulation provides the correct Mt-tD-EMP cunent flowing in the power phase con-

ductors. Consequent!!,, the transformer and possible load harmonics are generated faithfully.

However, the simulation of the neutral currer_t (Is) in not done correctly. If desired, a_other

pulser could be located in series with the neutral conductor, just prior to its branching to enter

the facility, to correct the simulation. Its value would need to be adjusted along with that of the

original pulser on the transformer neutral to provide correct values for ali of _he currents. How-

ever, the phase conductor currents are the most important in dictating overall system behavior to

the E3 environment; and consequently, this two-pulser simulation has not been explored further

for this type of facility load.
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Fig. A.18. Three-phase power line witii periodically-grounded neutral. (a) Physical con-
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Fig. A. 19, Normalized E3 pulser voltage for the simulation configuration in Fig. A. 18.

There is, however, a case in which the neutral current entering the facility can be impor-

tant. Fig. A.20 shows the periodically grounded neutral, three-phase line with an ungrounded

delta load configuration at the facility. There will be no E 3 cre rent flowing on the phase

conductors due to the open circuit condition at tile line's end, and the only excitation current will

be that on the neutral conductor. In this case, the pulser placement shown in the figure is

desired, and the proper pulser voltage is given in Fig. A.8. Alternatively, a pulser on the neutral

conductor just prior to its branching at the facility is possible, with its source strength presented
in Fig. A.6.

A.3.2 Unbalanced Three-Phase Conductors

"T'he final line configuration to be discussed here is the unbalanced, three-phase line

shown in Fig. A.21. This line consists of the grounded three-phase transformer feeding the line,

and the groundec! three-phase load within the facility, as treated in previous cases. A neutral

conductor is also periodically grounded zt the support towers. The neutral connections of the

source transformer and the load are connected to the neutral conductor system at points A and

A', respectively. In addition to these connections, periodic service loads are located randomly

along the length of the line berween one oi" the phases and the neutral conductor. These are con-

nected to the grou;:ded neutral system at points pl, p2, etc. This configuration corresponds to a
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rural power distribution system, and the term "the Farmer Brown configuration" has been coined

to describe this situation.

Imbalances in the effective resistive loads will cause corresponding imbalances irl the dc

currents entering the facility. This will cause the three-phase power transformer to generate

harmonics differently from the balanced line. Furthermore, the dc flowing through the smaller

single-phase transformers also may generate harmonics. The detailed simulation of these effects

is impossible to do by simply removing the line at the facility and driving it with a Thevenin

pulser. The distributed nature of the resistive loads along the line, along with the many potential

nonlinear magnetic transformer cores within the system, make the accurate simulation of these

effects very difficult. However, it is possible simulate the MHD-EMP response of this system

using several properly placed pulsers having suitably tailored voltage relationships.
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Fig. A.20. Three-phase power line with periodically-grounded neutral and a delta load.
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Fig. A.21. Three-phase line with grounded neutral and periodic phase-ground loads.

To illustrate the simulation configuration for this case, the grounded-neutral and tower

conductors carl be isolated from the three-phase power system conductors, as shown in Fig.

A.22a. This is done by cutting ali the connections of the grounding system, at points A, pl, p2,

... pn, and A'. At these points, if the grounding circuit is replaced by its generalized "l"hevenin

equivalent, as shown in Fig. A.22b, the resulting behavior of the power system components will

be identical to that encountered in the E3 excitation. In this figure, the equivalent voltage
sources are all calculated relative to the reference conductor at location A'. Note that all nonlin-

earities in the system occur in the power system portion of this portioned circuit and the

Yhevenin-equivalent circuit is completely linear.

"The values of the Thevenin voltage sources (V s) in Fig. A.22b can be determined using

the continuously grounded neutral model developed in rc£ A2. This neutral line has a per-unit-
length resistance of rs f_/km, and a per-unit-length conducu_nce due to the towers of

N

gt - LR t (mhos/km). (A 161)
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................................... _:_.,_ .:_>.............................................................0 L ---> x

(a)

THEVENIN CIRCUIT LOAD CIRCUIT
[.........................................................F.......................................................

I RLI V(A) 1

Rt rs& _(pn)

Rt rs"& I

I

i Facil_

(b)

Fig. A.22. Representation of the three-phase line in Fig. A.21. (a) Separation of the phase and
grounded neutral circuits, (b) Thevenin equivalent circuit representation.
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In Eq. (Al6), N is the total number of towers in the line length (L), each of'which has a fboting

resistance of Rt f_. This grounded neutral line is considered to have additional resistances (RLI

and Rg 1) at the far end of the line, and Rr is the fo.oting resistance of tile facility ground. These
are all indicated in Fig. A.22a.

The open circuit voltage sources in Fig. A.22b can be thought of as a voltage tapped off

of this continuous line model at an arbitrary location (x) with the zero voltage reference being at

the x = L end of the line (Fig. A.23). The determination of this voltage proceeds by first deter-

mining a solution for the line-earth voltage Vl(X) using the general solutions to the differential

equations for the line voltage and current developed in ref. 2, which are similar in fonn to the

telegrapher's equations on a transmission line. In this case, however, there is no propagation of

signals along the line, as only a static problem is being considered. Nevertheless, the forms of

the solutions to the problems here are similar to those for waves on a transmission line.

DISTRIBUTEDTOWER
CONNECTIONSTO EARTH

-- "} '', $-- .......... Vg ( X ) ............

R
I r

0 .,,e-.,---- o x L .............> x

Fig. A.23. Model of the continuously loaded neutral line.

The line representing the grounded neutral circuit has characteristic resistance and at-

tenuation functions (9_ and c_), given irl terms of rs and gt by Eqs. (Al la) and (Al lb). In an

analogy to transmission line theory, a reflection coefficient ,o may be defined as

Ri _tj{
Pi = , (Al7)

R,+9l

where I_i is the total load resistance, consisting of the sum of the load and grounding resistances,

and i = 1 or 2, depending on which load resistance is being considered. T'he line-earth voltage at

an arbitrary location induced by the E3 electric field may be expressed as



Vt(x ) = EoL 1 ×
2ctL )

2c_L (1- PlP2e- . (AI8)

}

Applying Kirchoffs voltage law for the loop between x and L shown in Fig. A.23, and

taking into account the contribution of the earth-induced E-field, the source voltage Vs(x ) may

be expressed as

Vs(x) = Eo(L - x) + V/(x) - V/(L) (Al9)

or

' }}
EoL a(L-x)+ -_c_ x

V_(x)= aL (l+p2e-2_'a"-_))( 1 P,e-°=)( 1 e-a_)l-[(l+p,e-2_)(l P2 )(I_ _ _ e-_rL--x) _ e_(L -_))]

(A20)

With the definition of the voltage sources above, the physical configuration for this

simulation is shown in Fig. A.24, where the proper voltage source (Vs(x)) is located in each neu-

tral connection of the individual load transformers, as well as in the neutral of the three-phase

transformer. These sources, along with the power system equipment, will produce the proper

harmonic responses and other E3-induced responses in the system.

For the case of many unbalanced loads on the line, however, this simulation solution ma,/

not be practical, due to the requirement that each load be excited• As a result, compromises in

the quality of the simulation must be accepted. Fig. A.25 suggests a simple alternative using a

single E3 pulser in the neutral line of the load within the facility. The voltage source (Vs) should

be chosen so that the same quasi-dc current flows through the load neutral as in the case of the

E3 excitation. Here, the unbalancing effects of the loads are still present, and this will create un-

balancing in the dc cun'ent flo\ving along the three phases of the power circuitry. However, the

interaction of these phase-ground loads with the earth-induced E-field is not taken into account.
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Unfortunately, there are so many different parameters in the modeling of this configura-

tion - such as the details of unbalanced load connections, the tower grounding resistances, the

line resistances, etc,, - that it is impossible to evaluate the errors in the simulation shown in this

figure without performing a detailed, site-specific calculation. Tllis may be done by computing

the expected responses of currents flowing at selected points in the system and then comparing

them to those calculated using the distributed model of Fig. A.22. Part of any E3 simulation test

program involving this type of unbalanced power system should include pre-test design calcula-

tions to assess in detail the errors involved in this simulation concept.

Individual E3
Tower 1 2 Pulsers N -

n m ,,\ rn FACILITY ENCLOSURE

OVERHEAD NEUTRALWlRE i I@ I'_l_ ,/\, @_ I Z:---- - -- '.....

Ry Ry , R R

®.............. ° <....

L _ v

Fig. A.24. Physical configuration for E3 simulation on the unbalanced line.
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L1 <-- A ..-.--> " RL2 _,

...... ," ...............•............. ,x_,,,.,,,' .,_,...... ......... ".. :...... ..... ........,Tj, ..........;,_,_,,:,!_p,........ • :._,_.T _',,.T :_C
_Rg 1 fR, SRt Rt"=" _ -- _- Rf

Fig. A.25. Alternate configuration for E3 simulation on the unbalanced line.
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